The positioning of the DNA replication machinery (replisome) has been the subject of several studies. Two conflicting models for replisome localization have been proposed: In the Factory Model, sister replisomes remain spatially colocalized as the replicating DNA is translocated through a stationary replication factory. In the Track Model, sister replisomes translocate independently along a stationary DNA track and the replisomes are spatially separated for the majority of the cell cycle. Here, we used time-lapse imaging to observe and quantify the position of fluorescently labeled processivity-clamp (DnaN) complexes throughout the cell cycle in two highly-divergent bacterial model organisms: Bacillus subtilis and Escherichia coli. Because DnaN is a core component of the replication machinery, its localization patterns should be an appropriate proxy for replisome positioning in general. We present automated statistical analysis of DnaN positioning in large populations, which is essential due to the high degree of cell-to-cell variation. We find that both bacteria show remarkably similar DnaN positioning, where any potential separation of the two replication forks remains below the diffraction limit throughout the majority of the replication cycle. Additionally, the localization pattern of several other core replisome components is consistent with that of DnaN. These data altogether indicate that the two replication forks remain spatially colocalized and mostly function in close proximity throughout the replication cycle.The conservation of the observed localization patterns in these highly divergent species suggests that the subcellular positioning of the replisome is a functionally critical feature of DNA replication. (P.A.W.) or merrikh@uw.edu (H.M.) Mangiameli et al. 1-28
Introduction
Rapid and faithful replication of the chromosome is essential for the proliferation of all living cells. 1 Many bacteria possess a single circular chromosome. Replication is initiated at a single origin and two machineries translocate along a stationary DNA track, resulting in significant separations of the forks as appears. The position of the focus executes confined random motion. In some cells, the focus fissions into 56 two dim foci which then fuse to re-form a single focus (of the initial intensity). The focus is then observed 57 to disassemble. Typically there is a short period between the disappearance of the focus at midcell and 58 either the roughly synchronous appearance of new foci at the quarter cell positions or cell division. DnaN 59 foci were not observed to be intermittent: Once DnaN foci assembled they did not disappear and re-appear 60 at the same cellular location. 61 It is important to note the following qualifications about the number of DnaN foci: When the separation 62 of foci are below the diffraction limit of our system (< 250 nm), only one focus will be resolved. Even when 63 forks transiently separate enough to be resolvable, they remain well within the quarter cell positions: The 64 average separation (when two foci are observed) is 0.2 cell lengths versus 0.45 cell lengths for foci near the 65 quarter cell positions.
66
Quarter cell foci are reinitiated replisome pairs. Single DnaN foci positioned at midcell are seen to fission 67 and fuse (e.g. Fig. 2A, arrow 1) . These midcell-positioned foci are always seen to disappear before cell 68 division. On-the-other-hand, foci observed at the quarter cell positions can persist through a cell division, 69 consistent with these foci representing re-initiation of replication. If instead these foci were separated 70 pairs of sister forks, they would be expected to co-localize at the terminus and disassemble before the 71 end of the cell cycle. Therefore qualitative analysis of the kymographs strongly supports a model where 72 quarter-cell-localized foci each include pairs of reinitiated sister replisomes. In fact, these quarter cell foci 73 are also seen to fission and fuse, occasionally allowing resolution of the individual sister replisomes (e.g. 74 Fig. 2A, arrow 2) . 75 To further test this model, we tracked DnaN foci in cells blocked for restart via a temperature sensitive 76 version of the helicase loader protein, DnaC (dnaC2 allele) [8] . Under the non-permissive conditions for the 77 temperature sensitive mutant, the wild type cells were able to form quarter-cell-localized foci, however, the 78 cells blocked for initiation were not (compare Fig. 3 panels A and C). To extend this analysis to many cells, 79 we show conditional probability distributions of focus position given cell length in both the wild type and 80 restart mutants. The absence of localizations near the quarter cell positions is clearly seen by comparison of a proxy for cell age because of B. subtilis chaining which makes detection of septum formation in phase images difficult. Cell length provided a consistent and reliable proxy for cell age in our analyses across 106 both species and cell-length based analysis can be applied in snap-shot analysis where the cell age is 107 unknown. The conditional probability density of focus position given cell length is shown in Fig. 4 .
108
The Factory Model predicts that foci are localized at midcell throughout the replication cycle and that relative frequencies of these localization patterns were quantified both overall, and by cell length. We find 120 that short/young cells are generally observed to have a single focus. As the cells grow, the probability 121 of observing two factories monotonically increases. In the Track Model, we expect the total number of 122 two focus cells to grow significantly and then shrink as the forks first diverge from the origin and then 123 reconverge at the terminus. This trend is not observed. Furthermore, before cells grow to a length where 124 two foci is most probable, there is an increase in the probability of zero foci cells, consistent with the Factory In the strictest definition of a Factory, sister replisomes are coupled by a physical linker. While we do not 181 exclude the possibility of a physical linker, such a linker would need to allow the replisomes to occasionally 182 uncouple, or be sufficiently long to account for the observed separation events. The physical mechanism 183 by which sister replisomes remain spatially proximal is an intriguing problem for future studies.
184
Two types of focus separation and dynamics. We see two distinct types of separation and dynamics. In Model was formulated based predominantly on data from E. coli [7, 8] . Because of this, the reason for the 196 existence of conflicting models was often attributed to the differences between the two species. Our data 197 suggest that the conflicting models likely originated from differences in analysis and interpretation of data 198 rather that species-specific replisome dynamics.
199
In every stage of the analysis, the replisome positioning data reveals striking similarities between E. coli including regulation, the leading and lagging stand polymerases, and the loading of the replicative helicase.
203
The data presented here reveal that replisome positioning is one of the conserved features, suggesting that 204 there may be fundamental mechanistic reasons for precise subcellular localization of this complex. Future 205 studies should reveal the mechanism by which the two forks remain proximal throughout the replication 206 cycle and identify the underlying reasons (if any) for this conserved localization pattern.
207

Materials and Methods
Strain construction and growth. See Table 1 for strain list. PAW1181 was produced by P1 transduction of the mutation from PAW542 into PAW914. Cells were cultured overnight at 30 ¶ C in minimal medium with shaking. Prior to imaging, cells were set back to OD 600 0.1 and allowed to grow to OD 600 0.3. To ensure sufficiently slow growth that initiation would happen only once per-division cycle, we use minimal medium supplemented with only the essential nutrients. For E. coli, cells were cultured in M9-minimal medium (1X M9 salts, 2 mM MgSO 4 , 0.1 mM Microscopy slide preparation. For imaging, we gently heat the appropriate growth medium with 2% by-weight low melt agarose (Fisher: 16520050). The agarose mixture is then molded into a thin rectangular strip (2mm X 4mm X 0.05 mm) and allowed to dry. One micro-liter of OD 600 0.3 liquid culture is spotted centrally on the pad. Once the spot has dried, a cover glass is placed over the pad and sealed around the edges with VaLP (1: Imaging. Cells are imaged at about 25 ¶ C in both phase contrast (to determine cell boundaries) and fluorescence (to measure replisome position) at five minute intervals. The built-in software autofocus is used to ensure focus at each time point. Laser intensity is maintained as low as possible to avoid bleaching the fluorescent protein and damaging the cells. We are generally able to image cells for about four hours before photobleaching becomes too significant to reliably track the forks. For lower stoichoimetry replisome components, snapshot imaging was used where one phase contrast and one fluorescence image was taken at each field of view.
Non-permissive conditions for the temperature sensitive initiation mutant were achieved using an objective heater (Bioptechs, 38 ¶ C set point). Cells were placed on the heated objective about 10 minutes prior to the start of imaging.
Imaging continued with frames at 5 minute intervals for several hours, long enough to capture the beginnings of subsequent replication cycles in wild-type cells.
Characterizing cell elongation during microscopy. Using the cell boundaries determined from segmentation of the phase image, we track the long-axis length over time. Fig. 1A and B show typical length vs. time curves for E. coli and B. subtilis. Importantly, the cells were elongating exponentially (curves appear linear on a log scale) and the growth rate (slope) appears constant over time, indicating cell growth was not affected by prolonged exposure to the laser. We determine the doubling time for each cell by least squares fitting of the length vs. time curve with an exponential of the form:
Where the parameter t 0 was allowed to vary and L 0 represents the length of the cell immediately following division.
The doubling time was taken as:
The distribution of cell doubling times for individual cells is shown Fig. 1C . Cell segmentation from phase images. At each time point, we capture a phase-contrast image for the purpose of segmentation, the process of analytically identifying cell boundaries. Using our lab's previously described custom segmentation tool (avalible at http://mtshasta.phys.washington.edu/website/ssodownload.php) [16, 17] , superSegger, we generate cell masks in each frame for further analysis and track cells frame-to-frame for entire cell cycles. In order to ensure complete cell cycles in individual cells, we must observe two division events. Cells are tracked starting from their birth (division of the parent cell) until division. The lengths of cells at birth and division are highly variable, and the distributions are shown in Fig. 1 . We note that the distributions for B. subtilis is artificially shifted towards longer lengths because chaining often prevents visual identification of a septum until significantly later than the cell division event.
Locating foci in fluorescence images. To manage xy drift, each phase image was aligned against the previous frame.
The the corrected alignment of each phase image (and corresponding fluorescence image) was retained for further analysis. Foci are then identified in each fluorescence image by the process described below. A one pixel radius Gaussian blur is applied to each frame, after which we apply a watershed process to the conjugate image to identify regions around each intensity maximum. Regions external to the cell masks are excluded from further analysis.
Regions internal to the cell masks will be called intensity regions. In order to precisely locate foci within each intensity region, we form a 3 pixel radius circular region at the location of the maximum-intensity pixel. Within the circular region, we model the intensity profile as Gaussian distribution with the following form:
Here, the parameter I g defines the Gaussian peak amplitude and I 0 represents the background intensity. The calculated focus position isx 0 and the parameter b characterizes the focus width.
The focus position obtained from the Gaussian fit is used for all localization calculations. In addition, quantifying focus intensity is important for avoiding false detection events. As a measure of focus intensity, we sum the intensity in an 3 pixel radius disk centered at the focus location obtained from the Gaussian fit. The background intensity (I b ) is defined as the minimum pixel value within the circular disk multiplied by the area of the disk. The standard deviation of intensity ("I respectively) is taken over the entire cell mask.
Focus scoring. The statistical significance of a focus is measured by its score ‡. The integrated background subtracted intensity (I a ) inside a three pixel radius region is computed. The score is defined as: ‡ = I a /"I Ô A Where A is the area of the circular region over which the intensity was integrated. The factor "I Ô A is the expected standard deviation in the integrated intensity over the integration area, assuming the noise at each pixel is uncorrelated. Foci scoring 4 or higher were retained. Lower scoring foci localized randomly throughout the cell and were consistent with stochastic fluctuation in the intensity (S2 Figure) .
Data Selection. Data processing was completely automated, with no selection by the investigator. Cells were selected for analysis based on the following three criteria:
• No segmentation errors • Cells were growing exponentially with a doubling time between 1.5 and 4.5 hours.
• The cell length at birth was between 1-4 µm.
The second criterion did not apply to snapshot images where the doubling time could not be calculated, and the last criterion was included mainly to prevent the analysis of long chains of B. subtilis cells. Additionally, each experiment was repeated on at least two separate occasions, and data was pooled for multiple experiments. 0  5  10  15  20  25  30  35  40  45  50  55  60  65  70  75  80  85  90  95  100  105  110  115  120  125 130 135 
